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 singing performances and not the other way around. the most difficult song I’ve ever sung in public was “emma kiss the sky” from Vat Sang and I’ve been to some other kinds of performances as well, so it isn’t a matter of singers being well-trained enough to deal with choppy microphones. (no, the choppy mike was an act of God, but having trained to sing in public for years, I have developed a bit of
a cynical streak.) solo performances really only work for me if I have time to practice the songs before the actual event. I don’t think that’s the case, a lot of people can do it. Plus, there’s still the issue of the ideal performance environment, a quiet place with minimal background noise, etc. You mentioned in an earlier comment that lots of people sing very well, and that was likely true when those

people sang in schools. Then again, I guess singing used to be very popular in some countries. I don’t know if that’s still the case. “The lilt of my voice helps a lot.” LILTLILTLILTLILT!! “and not the other way around.” YES!! R. @Howard: so…that’s what I meant when I said that vat sang “fully embraces the quirks of their voice” and then I said that I meant “the song was written for” them, and then I
said that it’s not really about me at all, but about tiffany, but now I’m not sure what I was talking about. songs don’t just write themselves. it’s a collaborative process, and I’ve met other people who could write a song and I� 82157476af
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